14/10/2020

Wild Deserts (Sturt National Park) Honours Projects 2021

1. How do reintroduced greater bilbies change invertebrate
communities?
2. Do fenced conservation reserves benefit reintroduced bat
species?
3. Optimum monitoring methods for assessing small mammal
richness and abundance at Wild Deserts
4. Using feral cat spatial analysis to optimise feral cat control
locations
5. Developing ecological thresholds to trigger successful
reintroductions of stick‐nest rats

Supervisors: Rebecca West, Reece Pedler, Katherine Moseby, John Read, Richard Kingsford.
First point of contact: Rebecca West (rebecca.west@unsw.edu.au)
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Andy Baker
a.baker@unsw.edu.au
1. Caves as observatories of
groundwater recharge: Yarrangobilly,
Snowy Mountains, NSW
2. The cave climate of Australasian
show caves (the Covid‐19 baseline cave
climate monitoring project)
3. Cave climatology of the Macleay
region

In the pandemic era, these projects use existing
datasets. Data collection is ongoing and
fieldwork is possible if safe to do so.
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Palaeoecology for Natural
Resource Management
(or… using the past for contemporary or future environmental issues)

A/Prof Scott Mooney
If you are interested in….
geoscience…
Quaternary science…
environmental change…
(past) climate change… (hydroclimate)
human impact…
fire (history; proxies; charcoal)
vegetation history (palynology)

the natural archive: sediment cores from
temperate highland peat swamps on sandstone
the charcoal record of the last 10,000 years

the proxy (charcoal)

inferred fire frequency (fires per 500 years)
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POTENTIAL HONOURS PROJECTS
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DO YOU HAVE A PROJECT IN MARINE
BIOLOGY? I’M INTERESTED TO HEAR!

SOLUTIONS-BASED
RESEARCH

COME CHAT WITH ME AT COFFEE
WITH SUPERVISOR ON THE 28TH
SEPTEMBER AT 10:30 AM
4
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Molecular Ecology

with Bill Sherwin

We invent better ways to understand natural populations:
• Measure & Forecast molecular biodiversity
• Endangered, Pest, Harvested
• Borrow methods from other sciences
You could help with these new approaches
• Trials on data: vertebrates, inverts, plants
• Trials with computer simulations ?
• Invent new methods?
You need to:
• Like Conservation & Genetics,
• OK with high‐school maths: + ‐ x /

W.Sherwin@unsw.edu.au
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As pets

and as endangered species
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Honours in the Big Ecology Lab
Angela Moles, a.moles@unsw.edu.au

• How are Australian species responding to climate change?
‐ are animals moving uphill in the Australian alpine zone?
‐ (are plant communities changing in composition?)
• When do biocontrol agents reduce the success of invasive species?
‐ do biocontrol agents lose their effectiveness through time?
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Carbon Accounting – Fowlers Gap

A/Prof Bryce Kelly
bryce.kelly@unsw.edu.au
We need to determine the
greenhouse gas footprint of Fowlers
Gap under current conditions before
we use the property for carbon offset
projects.
Activities
• Trips to Fowlers Gap in NW NSW
• Soil and vegetation surveys
• Determining the greenhouse gas
emissions from 3000 plus sheep
and goats
https://www.fowlersgap.unsw.edu.au
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Quantifying Greenhouse Emissions from Coal Mines

A/Prof Bryce Kelly
bryce.kelly@unsw.edu.au
This project involves measuring the concentration of greenhouse gases being emitted
from underground coals mines in the Southern Highlands and Hunter Valley.
Activities
‐ Car based surveys to continuously measure the greenhouse gases near coal mines, air
sampling, and laboratory measurement of air samples.
‐ Potential aircraft measurements
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Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Emissions
from Hazard Reduction Burns
A/Prof Bryce Kelly
bryce.kelly@unsw.edu.au
We need better smoke chemistry data
sets to advance our understanding of the
impact of bushfires on the global
atmospheric chemistry.
Activities
‐ Car based surveys to continuously
measure the greenhouse gases
downwind of hazard reduction burns
‐ air sampling
‐ laboratory measurements of air
samples

https://www.smh.com.au/environment/weather/residents‐urged‐to‐evacuate‐as‐south‐coast‐fire‐burns‐
out‐of‐control‐20191201‐p53fuc.html
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Honours in the
Bonduriansky Lab
Evolutionary ecology/sexual selection/insects
•
•
•
•
•

Sexual conflict in stick insects
Developmental costs of secondary sexual traits
Stress and longevity
Effects of parental age on offspring fitness
Asexual reproduction and variation
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Taking the planet’s pulse with radiocarbon

Prof. Chris Turney
Dr Zoë Thomas
Dr Haidee Cadd
Dr Jonathan Palmer
Dr Lorena Becerra Valdivia
Student Benefits: Through these projects, you will learn how to design and carry out experiments, analyse
and interpret data, and how to write a scientific paper. You will also be integrated within the Chronos 14CarbonCycle Facility as well as the PANGEA Research Centre, with opportunities for training and career development.
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Three Projects to work on climatecarbon dynamics using peat cores
from the Falkland Islands:
- Investigating the Southern Hemisphere
westerly winds of the past using dust
- Using testate amoebae to identify past
changes in precipitation and westerly
winds
- Investigating the spatial and temporal
distribution of wildfire on the Falklands
Supervisors: Dr Zoë Thomas, Prof. Chris
Turney, Dr Haidee Cadd
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Identification of rapid
excursions in atmospheric
radiocarbon preserved in
ancient trees to reconstruct
space weather
Supervisors: Prof. Chris Turney
and Dr Jonathan Palmer
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Investigating
radiocarbon
contamination from
the pre-treatment
and graphitisation
process
Supervisors: Dr
Lorena BecerraValdivia, Prof. Chris
Turney
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Supervisors: Dr Gilad Bino and Prof Richard Kingsford, Dr Tahneal
Hawke
Project 1: Long term impacts of river regulation on the freshwater
ecosystems and platypus populations in the Peel River NSW.
Project 2: Abundance, distribution and trends in platypuses in NSW
Project 3: Threats, ecological condition, ecosystem services, and
management frameworks of global Ramsar wetlands
Project 4: Investigate continental distribution of waterbird species
Gained skills: statistical approaches to analysing ecological data, GIS, social‐
oriented research, meta‐analysis, adaptive management and international
conservation frameworks
Contact: gilad.bino@unsw.edu.au
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Supervisor: Dr Jodi Rowley | UNSW Sydney & Australian Museum

Investigating geographic variation in frog calls using citizen science
This is an opportunity to join a team passionate about frog conservation!
Use a nationwide database of >200,000 frog calls submitted to the Australian
Museum’s FrogID project by citizen scientists to investigate geographic variation
for several frog species.
Project can be tailored to interests. Possibility of fieldwork.
Advance our understanding of the true diversity and distributions of Australian
frogs. Potential to help discover ‘new’ frog species!
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Remote Sensing

Do you have a remote sensing research idea?
• Topics can cover vegetation, geomorphology, water
resources, or geology

Dr Adrian Fisher
adrian.fisher@unsw.edu.au

• Data are available from satellites, planes, drones and
field measurements
• You must like working with computers, and be keen to
learn some programming

Measuring trees with satellites and lidar
• Test better ways to map and protect trees
• Collaborate with NSW government scientists
• Use airborne lidar and Sentinel-2 imagery

An example of
an airborne
lidar point cloud
showing the
tree canopy in
yellow and the
ground in red

Airborne elevation data and imagery over the Strzelecki Desert
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Honours Projects with Professor Rob Brander and the UNSW Beach Safety Research Group

Ongoing research partnership between UNSW and Surf Life Saving Australia = yearly funding!

Potential Topics
• Rip currents and beachgoers on unpatrolled beaches
– NSW Water Safety funding
• Beachgoer behaviour and knowledge on unpatrolled
beaches – NSW Water Safety funding
• Evaluating effectiveness of beach/coastal safety
interventions

Potential Topics
• Morphologic beach types and hazards
• Community knowledge and behaviour in relation to
coastal safety and hazards
• Improving rip current identification
• Social media and coastal hazards
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Do birds of a feather flock together?
Flock genetics and native range diversity
of an iconic invasive species.
• Background:
• Genetics of invasive populations well known, little knowledge of native range
• Focus on a single flock of grounded starlings
• Questions:
• Are flockmates more related that the overall population level of relatedness?
• Are flocking birds more related to each other to the breeding population?
• Approach:
• DArTseq (reduced representation sequencing)
• Relatedness and population structure analyses
• Project Outcomes:
• Improved knowledge of native range genetics
• Understanding of the relationship between seasonal movement and relatedness

Lee Ann Rollins
Scientia Associate Professor

• Student Experience:
• Wet lab genetics skills
• Bioinformatic skills
• NO PRIOR GENETICS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED!

l.rollins@unsw.edu.au
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Host‐parasite co‐evolution: Is host immune
function affected by evolutionary relationships
between host and parasite?
• Background:
• Cane toads’ immune function differs across their invasive range in Australia
• Candidate immune genes identified
• Co‐introduced native parasite has also evolved across the species’ ranges
• Question:
• Does host immune gene expression differ when infected by co‐evolved vs non‐
co‐evolved parasites?
• Approach:
• Experimental infections from different regions
• RNAseq analyses of spleen
• Project Outcomes:
• Extend understanding of host‐parasite co‐evolution
• Investigate differential virulence across invasive range

Lee Ann Rollins
Scientia Associate Professor
l.rollins@unsw.edu.au

• Student Experience:
• Wet lab genetics skills
• Bioinformatic skills
• NO PRIOR GENETICS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED!
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Prof David Eldridge

Potential honours projects – based near Sydney
(1) Spatial characteristics of European olive invasion
(2) Long-term plant dynamics under kangaroo grazing
(3) Resilience of soil surface function using moss models
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Stephen Bonser’s Plant Ecology and Evolution Research Group
• How do plant communities recover from human impacts?
• How does the parental environment impact adaptation in offspring?
• How do plants adapt to high stress environments?
• When should plants have sex?
• How do plants respond to their enemies?
• Do plants change their behaviour in changing environments?
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Pandemic‐proof, predator‐centric projects
Applied ecology and conservation
(Often with industry co‐supervisors)
Available projects:
> Do apex predator signals affect the movement of subdominant carnivores?

Neil Jordan

> Is there an optimal camera‐trap array? Using high‐resolution movement data
from African large carnivores to optimize occupancy and density estimates.

Centre for Ecosystem Science

> What’s true at the zoo? Factors affecting information accuracy in zoo signage.

& Taronga Zoo (Dubbo)

Also open to other ideas…

neil.jordan@unsw.edu.au
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The Sex Lab
Scientia Professor Rob Brooks
We study sexual reproduction and its consequences for
behaviour and life histories. Most of our work involves
insect, mouse or human subjects.
We ask questions about
• how female and male mice influence the lives that one
another lead
• Why sex, reproduction, and family living are so
complicated (interpersonally and ideologically)
• How new technologies (social media, robotics, AI)
interact with human nature
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Honours in the Gribben Lab
• How do sediment microbes influence seagrass performance?
• Do they influence resistance to environmental stress?
• Do they control interactions with invasive plants?

• How do oyster reefs influence biological processes
• Do oyster reefs promote or inhibit pathogens, parasites or invasive pests?
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Forest diversity, dynamics & management –
Dr Daniel Falster, @adaptive_plant

Projects on
‐ Tree growth rates: Global data compilation
‐ Competition: Coexistence of re‐sprouters and re‐seeders, Models of light capture
‐ Weed invasion: Shade tolerance of Sydney plants and weeds
Suits students who:
‐ Like coding &/ math; want to develop and apply these skills
‐ Understand processes: Combining physiology, ecology, & adaptive evolution
‐ Applied outcomes: revegetation / regeneration, carbon farming, carbon cycles
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